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NFL AND EPIC GAMES EXPAND PARTNERSHIP WITH NEW 
CONTENT THROUGHOUT THE NFL SEASON 

 
Fortnite Gridiron Gang to Feature New Aerodynamic Characters and Customized 

NFL Outfits Representing All 32 NFL Teams  
 

Rocket League Joins Fortnite as Latest Epic Games Title to Offer NFL-Themed 
Integration 

 
The National Football League (NFL) and Epic Games have extended their partnership to deliver more 
unique NFL-themed integration within Epic’s popular game franchise Fortnite. New NFL-themed outfits 
will complement new characters joining the Gridiron Gang.   
 
Starting November 25th in Fortnite, new Gridiron Gang Outfits will be available for purchase from 
Fortnite’s in-game shop. These new, redesigned NFL uniforms feature a more athletic, aerodynamic look 
and feel. All 32 NFL teams are represented with two styles to select, along with the new Logo-a-go-go 
Back Bling that lets you rep any team's logo. Additionally, these Outfits let players customize the jersey 
number and toggle whether they want a reflective visor on the helmet.  
 
Additionally, later this year, the NFL and Epic Games will also bring new NFL-themed content to 
Psyonix’s Rocket League, the globally popular game featuring rocket-powered vehicular soccer. Football 
fans who enjoy cars and soccer can experience it all in one game with this latest NFL and Epic 
collaboration.   
 
This expanded partnership between the NFL and Epic paves the way for future collaborations that will 
reach a global gaming audience. 
 
“We are thrilled to expand on our partnership with Epic to bring more NFL integration into Fortnite and 
Rocket League,” said Rachel Hoagland, NFL Vice President and Head of Gaming and eSports. “The 
response we saw from our initial integration within Fortnite coupled with the popularity of Fortnite 
among NFL players and fans has been incredible, and we’re excited for another opportunity to give 
gamers a chance to express their NFL fandom within Rocket League.” 
 
With more than 350 million players, Fortnite is available as a free download on Xbox, PlayStation, PC, 
Nintendo Switch, and Android. Rocket League recently went free-to-play in September of 2020 and is 
currently available to play on Xbox, PlayStation, Nintendo Switch and PC from Epic Games Store. 
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